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Abstract 
 
A general model has been developed for rail transport efficiency 
that measures the capacity for mass transit and traffic volume per 
unit time. It can also be modified for the transport of passengers. 
The software is easy to use and can be used to deal with cross-
cutting effects. It is an appropriate instrument for the capacity 
planning of applicant expenditure and operational scenarios to 
preliminarily determine the capacity effects and can identify 
situations for which thorough research with other approaches 
should be used. In the case of higher axle freight charges and higher 
freight speed, the use of the power model has shown important and 
inconsistent capacity effects otherwise unexplained. 
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1.Introduction 

Most railways worldwide face increased demands both for freight transportation and for 

passenger transport. Recent statistics for 2010 show an increase in tone kilometers of the rail 

world freight by 3.4% and 3.5 percent of the previous year’s global freight kilometers by 3.4%. 

As for the longer-term perspective, as shown below, strategic goals and expectations indicate that 

growth will continue in the coming decades. In its transport white paper for 2011, the European 

Commission sets strategic objectives for moving freight from the streets of Europe: "30 percent 

of the road freight over 300 km is projected by 2030 and more than 50% by 2050 to other modes, 

such as rail and waterways." In the United States, An increase of 1890 megatonne in 2010 to 2594 

megatonne in the United States of rail transport, by 2040, i.e. an increase of 37 percent in total 

over 30 years, is predicted for the U.S. Department of Transport4.  The use of system capacity 

will have to be increased or capacity expanded to meet the continuous growth in demand for 

travel by rail. Increased utilization of capacity generally lowers unforeseen deviations within one 

component of a system which spreads For other items, i.e. consequences of "call-on," the 

consistency of facilities may be decreased. The technology of capability will, by comparison, 

clash with barriers to budgetary constraints, land use, and elsewhere. Therefore, it is in the face 

of increasing transport demands, the important use of the rail system as efficiently as possible, 

with maximum productivity and quality, both fixed and moving, with limited production assets. 

2.Literature Review 

What does capacity cruel? How does the railroad framework contribute to capacity? How 

can you increment capacity proficiently in case fundamental? Capacity is the capacity to perform 

or produce within the common sense wavers between 5 and 5. That's noteworthy, although not 

genuine. The railway's capacity frequently alludes to the number of trains that may cross a certain 

line for a given time within the rail transport setting. Codification of the Universal Railroad Union 

(UIC) 406 The capacity of any railroad arrange is indicated as the entire number of conceivable 

streets within a characterized time outline and points to make and permit the calculation of 

accessible rail foundation capacities, taking account of the genuine course blend or known 

advancements, and IM's presumptions separately Note that Code 406 is particularly coordinated 

at directors of rail foundation (IM), and to characterize capacity beneath certain suspicions of 

activity blend and quality as the number of conceivable prepare ways. Code 406 states that the 

number of trains per time interim, the normal speed, the steadiness against auxiliary delays, and 

the heterogeneousness of distinctive working times of diverse prepare sorts is subordinate to each 

other. It encourages recognizes between the greatest hypothetical capacity and prescribed 

standard values, counting foundation edges and (un)reliability of rolling stock beneath perfect 

conditions. The Landex-April concept too contains other later analyzes of the rail control show. 

Landex et al. in near collaboration with UIC Code 406, characterize the utilize of railroad control 

in four center components that are subordinate to each other: trains number, the normal speed, 

organizational heterogeneity, and soundness (point). Landex et al. separate advance between 

greatest capacity and least capacity, where the last-mentioned requires deviation remittances. 

ARRIL et al. also describe "the number of trains that could pass over a route, in an absolutely 

perfect and mathematically innovative setting, during a specific period, with trains working 

permanently and preferably at a minimum speed" as "the theoretical capacity." The operational 
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capacity, employed capacity, and usable capacities are derived from this concept of theoretical 

capabilities.  In many EU sources, however, it can be seen that the number of trains within a given 

period and according to the traffic parameters are generally defined as rail capacity. Khan 

describes the capability of firms as' the capacity of a carrier to supply, on the off chance that 

required in suitable benefit levels, administrations to meet current and anticipated demands' in 

North America in a consider by the Canadian Transport Commission of the modern state-of-the-

art rail capacity concept and calculation[ 10]. Definitions for the four diverse capacities are 

proposed: mechanical capabilities, generally physical capacities, useful capabilities, and financial 

capabilities. Taking account of the complex nature of the railroad framework and the 

interdependency between its subsystems, such as its tracks, administrations, terminals, repair 

offices, and other assets (control, stores, materials), Khan recognizes that it is critical not as it 

were for its prepare frameworks but moreover for its subsystems and components to recognize 

and measure its capacity. For a railroad line, the number of trains per day and the street conditions 

are numerous of the measures of reasonable capacity, but Khan too focuses out that this has been 

compelled by factors like geology, prepare the estimate, toning and working methods, associate 

area. "The capacity can be, on a common premise, characterized as the sum of net tons that will 

be taken care of by a conclusive number of trains, inside a given period (agreeing to CNR and 

CP), and at that rate, by a conclusive number of trains of a particular combination of 

administrations and scale". Proposed tracks incorporate: trains hourly, normal speed and running 

time, add up to tonne-miles every day per mile track. A few yard insights, based on the number 

of cars or trains worked and the time of each yard's stream is too recommended. 

 Khan argues that the average speed or charge per wagons and trains will maximize rail and line 

capacity, which is limited by tradeoffs between the control to weight proportion and the 

increasing speed of trains and the normal review speed. 

The Needs of Stakeholders 

The rail system's main task is in some cases, in conjunction with other logistic facilities, 

the transfer of passengers and freight. The relevant players and stakeholders and their needs need 

to be taken into account when evaluating the train system to improve its performance. The main 

customers are freight shippers and consignees who are closely supervised by Lundberg (to be 

able to offer a solid and practical benefit to end-users), but the requirements of prepare 

administrators and network managers are equally important. Lundberg identified costs as their 

highest priority to examine the needs of shippers and customers. To order for the company to be 

efficient and appealing, however, other criteria must also be achieved. Shippers normally find the 

reliability of benefit more vital than brief travel time, but for particular sets of beginning, goals 

step impacts such as the capacity to convey overnight may be imperative. Benefit more 

imperative than brief travel time, but for particular sets of beginning, goals step impacts such as 

the capacity to convey overnight may be vital., freight forwarders, train operators, infrastructure 

managers, maintainers, neighbors, etc. Table 1 shows the main actors and their usual needs. 

http://internationaljournal.unigha.ac.id/
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Table 1: Stakeholders in the railways and their typical needs. 

Flodén daily and Boysen daily scenarios have split freight train operating costs for various 

scenarios, demonstrating that a large share of the cost is irrespective of the train's length, or 

rises less than proportionate to the scale of the train. 

System Qualities  

Concerning the primary railway function, namely the transportation of cargo and 

travelers, to its partners ' needs and the pertinent imperatives, the capability of railroads as a 

(complex) organize ought to be dissected. Tons, cubic meters, and travelers are the volumes 

shipped. Generation can be expressed in tonnes, cubs, and passenger kilometers, or tonne-

kilometers. The potential is then the maximum amount in comparison to the stringent constraints 

that can be created. Limited properties in production (e.g. equipment, rolling stock, and staff) and 

consumables used have restrictions. For many stakeholders, low costs are a high priority, and this 

requires large use of production assets in a capital-intensive industry.  Rail as the generation unit 

may be an unequivocal factor for the entire train network: the load efficiency of the railway 

system is a determining factor for material shipment by railroad. For high-density commodities, 

the loading capacity is constrained either by its valuable volume or by its stack (mass) constrain, 

i.e. the stack is either "3d type off" or "weigh out” the constrain come to begin with. Both cases 

must be taken under consideration so that the show is fundamental for each case. To evaluate 

efficiency per train, we are primarily based on the criteria constrained at the level of the track, 

for example, the maximum train longitude (meters). Figures 1 and 2, which are primarily based 

on restricted parameters at the individual car levels, such as the number of axles, the axles loads, 

the car's lengths, and, once more, a useful cross-section, show the models of mass transport 

capabilities and volume transmission capacity per train. With the capacity loading per train as 

tons and cubic meters, we still need production measures linked by the system mission, that is to 

say, the transport within tonne-km and km / h, and productivity measures related to the production 

rate or use of assets. 

http://internationaljournal.unigha.ac.id/
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Figure 1: General railway system technology model – outlook on infrastructure (fixed assets). 

 In arrange to assess effectiveness per prepare, we are essentially based on the criteria 

obliged at the level of the track, for illustration, the greatest prepare longitude (meters). As per 

planning models are designed for mass transport efficiency and volume transmission on Figures 

1 and 2, which are fundamentally decided by confined parameters at the person level of cars, For 

eg, some axles, weights, length of the wagon and, once more, valuable cross area. With the 

capacity of stacking per prepare as tons and cubic meters, we still require generation measures 

connected by the framework mission, that's to say the transport inside tonne-km and km / h, and 

efficiency measures related to the generation rate or utilization of resources. 

 

Figure 2: General rail system capacity model – train operating perspective (moving asset). 

 

Assets may include a line, electrification, signaling and communications network (as applicable), 

yards and terminals; settled manufacturing assets (or establishments), though moving assets join 

trains, vehicles, on-board gets ready groups, and cargo shipments. The era rate per line parcel, 

the stack level the number of trains that can pass the lower stack capacity through the plan can 

pass through a specific point in a given period from the point of view of the established leader 

and the resettled assets. Capacity= whole / wheel drive= number of trains / wheel drive / load / 

rail. = line. Sketches of Figure 1 that. The generation rate per prepare, the stack amount that can 

http://internationaljournal.unigha.ac.id/
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be transported over a certain separate amid a particular period, is (normal) the speed of the Prepare 

times the stack capacity per prepare from the viewpoint of the prepare administrator and the travel 

properties. Capacity of transport= transportable volume= separate / unit time= speed of prepare= 

stack per car. Figure 2 illustrates that. The four capacity models within the show Figures 1 and 2 

in this manner speak to a relative stack per prepare ("prepare measure") to prepare recurrence and 

speed. In any case, between the recurrence of the prepare (or in reverse, forward) and speed and 

prepare estimate there are a few trade-offs; typically why effectiveness ought to be assessed in 

one sense, within a perfect world all of these. Restricted parameters of architecture such as 

number of seats across, length of chairs, length of seats of passengers, number of floors per train, 

etc can be defined by similar models. It may be possible to produce similar models. 

Powers Trading Between Parameters 

1) But in numerous circumstances, trade-offs happen between capacity parameters; certain 

parameters decrease, i.e. when one is expanded. Such contemplations must, in any case, 

be seen collectively and not separately to optimize the sum of stack per prepare and 

prepare recurrence or speed. Exchanges between prepare speed, recurrence of prepare and 

stack amount by train(' prepare size') incorporate:  

2) Locomotive control: crossing point between the weight of a prepare and speed for the 

given line gradient  

3) Tractate exertion of a train: lower speeding up for the increased weight of a train 

4) Braking proficiency of a wagon: little cars stack restrain for more prominent speeds 

5) Braking execution of a prepare: shorter rail length for higher speeds. 

In a ceaselessly smooth activity setting all trains to travel at the same level and are not up to 

speed. In arrange to attain optimum network proficiency, it may be a work of prepare stacking or 

timing by rail or prepare. In comparison, a heterogeneous activity can be associated with each 

other at distinctive speeds or halt designs, And the heterogeneity degree is one of the influencing 

variables of capacity: a large degree of heterogeneity implies longer removal, in this manner 

diminishing the number of trains which may well be worked inside a certain time outline and 

which include entry (yield). Where there's a heterogeneous stream, heterogeneity is hence 

reduced. 

Design Demographics And Filters 

The model allows you to imagine the parameters. This makes it easy to grab roughly on 

the extent of changes by populating data on the constituent variables. In Figure 3, there are 

parameter statistics on the model, which are currently used in Sweden. Blue figures are used. 

Now that an outline has been provided, the model can be conveniently filtered to pay attention to 

the variables that have the greatest impact. Figure 5 gives an example of this, which only mentions 

variables that would increase the capacity by about 30 percent or more individually. The mixture 

of various factors makes for a higher overall effect.  

http://internationaljournal.unigha.ac.id/
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Figure 3: Mass transport capacity show of the populated railroad framework – foundation point 

of view (DT = double way, ST = Single way, Blue = Sweden).

 

Figure 4: Effectiveness of travel volume rail framework possessed format (DT = double-track, 

ST = single-track, blue = Sweden). 

http://internationaljournal.unigha.ac.id/
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Figure 5: Sifted demonstrate of rail framework productivity in transport volume – foundation 

point of view, appearing as it were variables which each will increment capacity by or over 30 

percent in comparison to current common rates (in Sweden). 

3.Conclusion 

 The rail capacity forecast does not suffice to assess the performance of alternative 

investments, or service scenarios for one or the other or in a specific demand prediction 

concerning the hourly number of trains (or day). The volume and weight of cubic cargo can be 

transported and the number of places in the passenger transport and a standing area should instead 

be revisited to the definition of capacity. Turning to those meanings is particularly important 

when there are conflicting results on the alternatives to be measured and the combined effect is 

not apparent, for example. The reduction in train size occurs when the speed and number of trains 

increased. Transportation of mass and (ii) movement of the amount of force as tons or tonnages 

and cubic meters or cube meters/kilometers/units of time (hour and day) have established general 

rail efficiency modeling. Models vary to protect the competitiveness of a scarce resource, such 

as the rail connection or train, of a network or railway operator. The train size is also lowered 

with increasing speed and number of trains. A general model for rail capability has been 

developed, which measures the productivity of mass transport and (ii) volumes in tons Or, ton- 

Km and cubic meters and/or cubic meters have been defined by the unit of time (equivalent to an 

hour or day). The description changes affect the utility of the motor or driver, namely the rail or 

train. 
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